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Dear Mr MacDonald
Re: Response to South Australian Productivity Commission's Research and
Development Inquiry draft report
I am writing in response to the release of the Commission's draft report into Research and Development
in South Australia.
By way of background, Salisbury's economy is significant in a state context with 7,430 actively trading
businesses, provision of jobs for more than 54,000 people and a GRP of $6.4 billion. It is home to key
innovation and research assets such as Technology Park, the Mawson Lakes campus of the University of
South Australia (including the Future Industries Institute) and the Edinburgh facilities of the Defence
Science Technology Group. As such Council has a keen interest in the recommendations arising from this
Inquiry.
Before progressing onto our main observations, I wish to acknowledge the revised draft report which
removes reference to responsibility for Technology Park being transferred across to the City of Salisbury.
The issue of responsibility and governance of this important asset, beyond the real estate component, is
one that Council has raised repeatedly over the years:
• The Mawson Innovation Precinct Strategic Plan (2007) identified the establishment of an
unincorporated joint venture to undertake this role.
• Council's response (2014), in partnership with the City of Playford, to the Commonwealth Review of
South Australia's Economy and Impact of GMH closure noted "clear targets and accountabilities
should be established within government to accelerate [Technology Park's] further development."
• To inform the development of the State Government's Northern Economic Plan initiative (2017),
Renewal SA, the Department for State Development, City of Salisbury, University of South Australia,
and business representatives from Technology Park prepared a report on a future development
agenda for Technology Park as a central component of an innovation strategy for northern Adelaide.
Two of the four recommendations made by the steering committee were to "establish a high calibre
Northern Adelaide Innovation Precinct Board' and "catalyse the development of the Northern
Adelaide Innovation Precinct through the redevelopment of Technology Park."
More recently Council commissioned Deloitte to undertake a study into future economic, job and
investment opportunities for Salisbury. In the final report noted "Several stakeholders expressed a view
that Technology Park lacks the intentional effort required for a successful precinct environment. .. there is
now an opportunity for a renewed focus and coordination effort to truly become a contemporary precinct
rather than simply a business park." That report made a number of recommendations relating to
Technology Park and R&D more broadly including:

